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Bulletin 2006-3 der Europäischen Lusterforschungs-Gesellschaft LIGHT &
GLASS erschienen:
Light & Glass, Annual Meeting 1.7.2006, Schloss Linstedt, Potsdam, Germany
The new system of working from Potsdam, Vienna,
London and Jablonec instead of from a central Secretariat in Kamenický Šenov [Steinschönau], has
been fully sucessfull, resulting in the new Newsletter
as medium of member communication.

“Light & Glass” 2006-3, Seiten 10 - 13

a) The Vienna Group has paid for the first two Newsletters by employing Markéta Vojtíšková, no longer
paid by the City Councel of Kamenický Šenov, who
put the two little publications together and sent the
100 copies to members and potential members.
Further she listed the most important Bohemian
castles, asking the owners to let us have information
on existing chandeliers. This will be part of the
Vienna organized programme: “Chandeliers in the
Habsburg realm”.
Vienna University boasts with the first diploma by
Eva Putzgruber on restoration of two late 17th Century chandeliers owned by the Lobmeyr-Rath family. Austrian members have and will lecture on our
goals (Frauenau, Stourbridge, Sunderland etc.) Chr.
Clausen, together with Dr. Lněničková is inventorizing the famous Loetz archives in Kasperské Horý
[Bergreichenstein].
b) The London Group, with our Vicepresident John
Smith has given great assistance to the Corning Museum exhibitions “Glass of the Maharajahs” resulting in two articles in our Newsletter #2 by J. Smith
and Jane Shadel Spillmann.

Light & Glass
Osvobození 69, 47114 Kamenický Šenov
Czech Republic
Redaktion Peter Rath & Markéta Vojtíšková
email: lightandglass@atlas.cz
Annual Meeting 2006
Schloss Linstedt, Potsdam
Members and guests present:
As per list of members and guests enclosed.
1) Ota Raiter, in the name of President Koenigsmarková, opens the meeting at 9.20 am.
He welcomes members and guests, opens the business meeting and reads the agenda as suggested by
the board. The agenda is accepted and will be followed.
2) The protocol of the last meeting October 21st 2005
as distributed is accepted without further reading at
this meeting. Special thanks to K. Klappenbach and
team.
3) P. Rath reads the President’s report as passed by H.
Koenigsmarkova:
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c) The Potsdam Group under K. Klappenbach has been
especially active preparing and running the recent
outstandingly successfull colloquium on “Restoring
Chandeliers”, where more than 60 participants from
11 European countries took active part with great
lectures and practical insight in the brave doings at
the Stiftung Preussische Schlösser & Gärten. The
Potsdam castles with their heritage of excellent
chandeliers were visited, including the exhibition in
the Orangerie im Neuen Garten “Die Kunst zu bewahren”. Special thanks were expressed by all present. K. Klappenbach not only ran the colloquium,
she has been to the Metropolitan Museum New York
to consult as to methods of restoration of a chandelier in those collections, she is also advising the
German Chancelor, as to the quality of chandeliers
for her guesthouse, the castle of Meseberg.
Growing interest in the Society comes from the
Bayerische Verwaltung der Schlösser, Gärten &
Seen, Dr. Ingrid Thom, conservator responsible for
the chandeliers in the Bavarian castles.
d) The Czech Group excelles with a special exhibition
“Light Made Fast” in the Jablonec glass museum,
brought together by Petr Nový (who may wish to resign as Vice President). Markéta Vojtíšková, now
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working for the Nový Bor Museum [Haida] is fully
active for the Society, partly paid from Vienna.
Dr. Koenigsmarková has set in her museum the exhibition with catalogue-book on the 150 anniversary
of the oldest glass school in Kamenický Šenov
[Steinschönau], one of the only schools with a special department for chandelier design and production.
Looking at the activity for the coming twelve months
till we meet again, the President gives the following outlook:
We will continue the strategy of running the Society
from independent, selfsupporting regional working
groups as accepted by the board: Potsdam, Vienna,
London. Further important should be France, Belgium,
Scandinavia and Italy, to be prepared through personal
contact (Tumur Sajin, Moskow, Sandra Davidson etc).

The Vienna Group through P. Rath suggests the next
annual members assembly of the L&G Society to
take place in Vienna. There should be a one day colloquium, such as here so successful in Potsdam, on Friday
August 24th 2007, followed, the next day by the business assembly meeting and some excursions.
This proposal is warmly accepted as chance to bring the
Society into the mind of the 2.500 international experts
of the ICOM General Conference.
Miscellaneous: It was proposed and supported by the
assembly that due to prolonged business reports and to
find the interest of as many as possible potential members of our Society, P. Rath will see that the coming
Newsletter #3 will go to all members if the colloquium
and to be accompanied by:
A friendly letter of introduction and invitation
The Society's application form, showing membership alternatives
Financial Report for 2004, and report for 1.1.2006

Two further Newsletters will coordinate the regional
programmes offered.
The Vienna-Steinschönau Group will start an “Inventory of historic lightfittings within the former Habsburg
Monarchy”.
P. Rath, as coordinator of programmes for the Vienna
ICOM Glass Committee is suggesting the main theme
of this international meeting to be “Glass for Light”.

The business meeting ended at 12,30, offering further
visit to the main exhibition.
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All regional activity must be transmitted in brief to our
address in Kamenický Šenov with a copy to our President Dr. H. Koenigsmarkova at UPM Prague.
Discussion followed with interesting suggestions by
Louis Pierre Denil, Belgium.
K. Klappenbach agreed to try to bring the newsletter
and reports by internet to many. O. Raiter pointed out
the high costs of printed paper editions, possibly the
newsletter could be hooked on to another website existing. P. Rath points out the great task, and costs of
the editor of such material coming in, including quick,
good translations. S. Davidson suggests the possibility
of Sunderland.
O. Raiter our treasurer gives the financial report for
2005, which due to lack of invoicing and lack of activity
expending, show only spent bankcharges and minor
bank interests. [...]
[...]

Siehe auch:
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